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Introduction

Distance education has challenged traditional models of teaching and learning in higher education and forced institutions of higher education to reexamine a variety of policies related to issues such as curriculum development and control, evaluation of faculty and students, and ownership and use of intellectual property. From a legal perspective, the technology and scope involved in online or distance education pose particular challenges because many legal and policy standards applicable to higher education are based largely on the traditional model of brick-and-mortar classrooms and face-to-face interaction. These issues have become important not just with regard to distance-education courses, but in all other courses where the technology and techniques of distance education are incorporated to at least some extent.

I. POLICY AND CONTRACT ISSUES

In negotiating contracts with outside vendors for online educational services or support, a variety of legal and policy issues can come into play, such as:

Exclusivity – The university will usually want to protect its ability to engage in other online ventures with other vendors.

- Watch out for vague no-compete clauses, and for obligations that might extend even beyond the term of the rest of the contract.

- Keep contract terms for distance-education programs limited in duration, because the market is rapidly changing and the institution’s needs and priorities might change fairly rapidly, along with the related technology.

Identity of Business Partners – Colleges and universities concerned about their reputations as non-profit educational institutions should take special care in choosing their business partners in the realm of distance education. Many vendors providing services in this area are new companies that may not survive in a difficult business climate. Others are likely to be bought out by large publishing companies and other for-profit entities trying to increase their presence in the higher education marketplace. See, e.g., “A Wave of Consolidation Hits For-Profit Higher Education,” The Chronicle of Higher Education: Academe Today (Aug. 10, 2001).

- Be sure to look closely at assignment and successorship clauses, and consider whether you would be concerned if a vendor is purchased by a larger entity (such as a
large publishing company) that might not share the institution’s interests and goals, or that might be competing with the institution’s own programs.

**Intermingling of Intellectual Property** – The university must take care when intellectual property created by its faculty or staff is intermingled with intellectual property created by the outside vendor/contractor. The contract should specify who has the rights to the intermingled intellectual property, to create and use derivative works, etc., especially in the event that the contract is terminated.

**Use of University Name and Marks** -- The university must protect how and when its official name and marks are used by other parties in order to prevent dilution or confusion with regard to those marks. The university must also be careful not to use the official marks of other entities without their written permission.

**Editing of Content** – Contracts often discuss responsibility for offensive materials, materials that potentially violate the copyrights of other parties, how and whether materials are to be periodically updated or removed from the Internet (along with related warranties and indemnification).

**Responsibility for Copyright Clearance** – Who is responsible for deciding when permissions should be sought, and from whom? Who is responsible for following through with these clearances, if necessary? It is important to keep a good paper trail of copyright permissions for works used in distance education courses, especially when working with outside vendors or organizations on the content for such courses.

**Handling of Technical Problems and Risk Management/Insurance** -- Who is responsible if the technology breaks down? The university will want a quick service response from the vendor, with additional resources provided if the problem cannot be resolved quickly. It may be helpful to review contractual provisions on this issue with your risk management or insurance personnel.

**Hyperlinks and Advertising** – When working with outside vendors or organizations, a university needs to decide how and to what extent it will permit links to the web sites of other organizations, or advertising by other organizations on the university’s own web sites. Many institutions have policies regulating advertising and endorsements that should be consulted when distance education programs are developed.

**Marketing of Courses and Programs** – Institutions need to decide how and to whom their distance education programs will be marketed, and who will have responsibility for such marketing. For example, many institutions are targeting their own alumni for e-courses. Counsel will want to be sure that the development staff are comfortable with any contractual provisions dealing with access to alumni mailing lists, the nature and frequency of communications to alumni, etc.

**Fallback** – If a distance-education venture proves to be unreasonably costly or fails to attract sufficient interest, counsel and others involved in negotiations on behalf of an institution should think about the value of the works created in and of themselves. Many components of distance-education courses might be valuable for teaching and research purposes, especially if the institution retains the rights to use such materials in such ways. Accordingly, it is a good idea to
consider possible alternative uses of distance education materials and to protect the institution’s rights to such uses to the extent possible.
II. Ownership and Control of Online Course Materials and Courseware

In light of the complexity and expense of the resources involved in developing online course materials, many institutions are revisiting their intellectual property policies to clarify how they apply to online educational materials. Major national associations such as the American Council on Education (ACE), Association of American Universities (AAU), and American Association of University Professors (AAUP) have called upon institutions to review their existing intellectual property policies and practices with regard to online education and have developed policy recommendations in this area (see list of resources at end of this outline).

Copyright law involves a bundle of rights, and questions of ownership and use of online course materials should not be viewed as an all-or-nothing, zero-sum game. The best policies and practices will recognize and balance the rights of individual creators and contributors as well as the needs of institutions as communities of scholars and learners. Such policies and practices should be sufficiently flexible so as to permit exceptions where appropriate and to be adaptable to new forms of technology, and should be coupled with procedures for policy clarification or dispute resolution when needed.

In considering the question of ownership of online educational materials, institutions must take into account not just legal standards under copyright law but also academic tradition and practical considerations of policy administration. While most of the current debate focuses on the relative rights of faculty members and institutions, the rights and responsibilities of other creators, developers, and users must also be considered in university policies.

A. Faculty Rights and Interests

Faculty ownership rights and interests in online course materials are rooted in legal and educational policy considerations. Traditionally, most colleges and universities have not sought to assert copyright over ordinary course materials and other traditional scholarly works. See, e.g., Gorman, Robert A., “Intellectual Property: The Rights of Faculty as Creators and Users,” 84 Academe 3:14 (May-June 1998). Even if institutional policies assert institutional ownership of such materials, they have often recognized the prevailing academic tradition as a practical matter. Under the principle of academic freedom, faculty members generally have the right to develop and modify course materials within their fields of expertise, and to use pedagogical techniques they deem most appropriate for the subject matter. See 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, AAUP Policy Documents & Reports.

The AAUP Statement on Copyright summarizes the academic tradition in this way:

[I]t has been the prevailing academic practice to treat the faculty member as the copyright owner of works that are created independently and at the faculty member’s own initiative for traditional academic purposes. Examples include class notes and syllabi; books and articles; works of fiction and nonfiction; poems and dramatic works; musical and choreographic works; pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; and educational software, commonly known as “courseware.” This practice has been followed for the most part, regardless of the physical medium in which these “traditional academic works” appear; that is, whether on paper or in audiovisual or electronic form. . . . This practice should ordinarily apply to the development of courseware for use in programs of distance education.
This approach has a practical aspect as well. Faculty members create lots of scholarly works, many of which have little commercial value. The administrative burden of claiming and exercising ownership over all such works would be substantial in practice. For example, the negotiation of publishing contracts for articles and textbooks for all faculty members would be incredibly labor-intensive for a university general counsel’s office.

1. Definition of “Scholarly Works” and New Media

With the advent of digital technology and new forms of media, many new questions have arisen about the definition of “scholarly works.” Some policies reference traditional forms of works such as articles and textbooks. Depending on one’s field of study, however, a faculty member’s scholarly work might take the form of a multimedia production, CD-ROM, interactive textbook, web site, computer code, or software, among others. Some of these works might include inventive elements subject to patent protection as well as copyright, further complicating their status under university policy. It has thus become increasingly important to coordinate the work of technology transfer offices and others who deal with patents with the work of individuals on campus who deal with works subject to copyright protection.

Web pages can present special challenges for universities, because they can take so many forms and include such a wide variety of information and expression from a multitude of creators and sources. Colleges and universities often provide the resources necessary to facilitate their development without controlling or monitoring their content. The resulting diversity in web pages associated with these institutions reflects the breadth of their missions and can be a good thing. Each institution will want to make sure, however, that its constituents (including faculty, staff, students, and organizations) understand when they are speaking on behalf of the institution or some component thereof, and when they are speaking as individual scholars or citizens.

Publicly accessible web pages, including those associated with courses that are not restricted to enrolled students, also pose special challenges with regard to educational fair use to the extent that they incorporate copyrighted materials from other sources. Many scholars want their work to be available and accessible to scholars at other institutions and to the public at large, not just to their immediate students. This desire may be consistent with the institution’s mission, but it also requires careful consideration of the copyright issues involved.

2. Rights that Faculty Care About

Faculty members have many of the same concerns with online educational materials as they do with traditional scholarly works, including:

- The ability to edit and control the presentation of their work, and to exercise a right of first refusal in the preparation of subsequent versions

- The ability to change and update materials over time, reflecting new research, evidence, or developments
• The ability to create derivative or related works (for example, faculty members may want to retain the right to publish articles on subjects covered in online educational materials and courses)

• Professional recognition and credit both in and outside the institution – including consideration of online works in promotion and tenure policies

• The right to take educational materials they create when they leave for another institution, for their own teaching and research purposes

• The right to have a say in whether and how their works are commercialized, and to share in the profits (if any) from such commercialization

• The right to share their work with peers in their disciplines (e.g., to check their work or to build upon it)

These interests should be taken into account when reviewing and revising policies on intellectual property and online education. The University of North Texas Distributed Learning Policy (http://www.unt.edu/legalaffairs/distributed_learning.html) includes an interesting section on “Revision Rights” that recognizes the academic integrity concerns of faculty members and the institution:

Faculty members should normally retain the right to update, edit or otherwise revise electronically developed course materials that become out of date, or, in certain circumstances, place a time limit upon the use of electronically developed course materials that are particularly time sensitive, regardless of who owns copyright in the electronically developed course materials. These rights and limitations may be negotiated in advance of the creation of the electronically developed course materials and may be reduced to writing. Absent a written agreement, each faculty member will have the right and moral obligation to revise work on an annual basis in order to maintain academic standards. If a faculty member does choose to revise the work and such revision is done in a satisfactory manner, the faculty member retains the rights to full royalties . . . for another year.

B. Institutional Rights and Interests: “Works Made for Hire” and the Academic Exception

Some colleges and universities have asserted ownership over faculty course materials based on the “work made for hire” doctrine (see 17 U.S.C. §§ 101 and 201), under which an employer can assert ownership over works prepared by its employees acting within the scope of their employment. A variety of opinions exist within the higher education community about the strength and practical value of this legal argument as applied to faculty in light of academic norms and traditions. The case law on this subject is relatively sparse, but some federal courts have acknowledged traditional academic practice and suggested that faculty authors own copyright in their own academic materials. See, e.g., Weinstein v. University of Illinois, 811 F.2d 1091, 1094 (7th Cir. 1987) (discussing the longstanding tradition that higher education faculty own the copyrights in their academic work, as stated in Nimmer’s Copyright treatise and elsewhere); Hays v. Sony Corp. of America, 847 F.2d 412, 416 (7th Cir. 1988) (noting that although college faculty do academic writing as part of their employment responsibilities and use
employer facilities to do so, “[a] college or university does not supervise its faculty in the preparation of academic books or articles, and is poorly equipped to exploit their writings, whether through publication or otherwise”); but see, e.g., Vanderhurst v. Colorado Mountain College District, 16 F. Supp.2d 1297 (D. Colo. 1998) (applying work-for-hire doctrine to teaching outline).

Some university policies explicitly assert the work-for-hire doctrine in claiming ownership over scholarly works, although many such institutions grant back the rights to faculty for the policy and administrative reasons discussed in section I.A above. In some instances, faculty members have tried to disclaim application of this doctrine to particular works by doing all of the work for particular projects at home, with their own computers. Policies or practices that have the effect of encouraging faculty members to try to create works on their own time, and with their own resources away from the campus, may not be in an institution’s best interest.

Other institutions may assert ownership over certain types of faculty-created works as a matter of contract law, asserting that their policies create contractual rights and responsibilities. Institutions must be careful in relying upon this legal rationale, however, if their policies are merely incorporated in faculty handbooks or similar documents that include disclaimers about legal enforceability.

1. Rights that Institutions Care About

Institutions may care more about online educational materials than about other forms of scholarly works in part because of the financial and technical resources often required to develop such works, particularly in the case of online courses. Rights that institutions may especially care about include the following:

• Use of works for educational and administrative purposes (e.g., teaching within the institution, accreditation reviews, etc.)

• Timely revision and maintenance of electronic course materials for continued use

Just as it recognizes faculty interests in timely revision of electronic materials (see III.A.2 above), the University of North Texas Distributed Learning Policy also recognizes the University’s interest in this regard:

If the University believes a revision is necessary and no timely revision is made or if the revision made, in the University’s opinion, does not maintain academic standards, the University may refuse to market the product, or the University may employ another person to update the work and charge the cost of updating the faculty member’s portion of the revision against any royalties paid to the original author.

• Recovery of costs associated with the development of such works, and sharing of profits associated with the commercialization of such works

• Control of use of the university’s name, seal, or marks in conjunction with such works
This interest can arise even for works of which the university does not claim ownership. For example, Columbia University’s Copyright Policy (adopted in 2000) states as follows:

A faculty member, or other creator, who owns the copyright in his or her works under this Policy, . . . may commercialize those works, without the authority or permission of the University, so long as the University’s name is not used in connection with works so made available, other than to identify the faculty member as an instructor at the University.

C. Policy Provisions that Try to Balance These Interests

A number of model policy provisions have emerged to address these issues, such as the following:

1. Works Involving Substantial or Significant Use of University Resources

Many institutions have developed policies indicating that the institution owns copyrightable works that are created with “substantial,” “significant,” “unusual,” or “extraordinary” university resources. (See policy statements from AAU, ACE, and AAUP in the list of resources at the end of this outline.) These terms are obviously difficult to define with precision, because they vary from one department to the next and can change over time as new forms of support for faculty become the norm. A policy using such concepts will need to be sufficiently flexible to incorporate and reflect such developments, and to make comparisons to similarly situated faculty rather than to rely on generalizations across all disciplines. Currently, for example, usual university resources for most faculty might include ordinary use of resources such as libraries, office space and equipment, computer and network facilities, secretarial and administrative support, and supplies. For any given department, unit, or individual, however, what constitutes a usual resource will depend upon the functions and responsibilities of that department, unit, or individual. For example, access to high-end computing facilities may be a usual resource in computer science, but perhaps not in a department such as philosophy.

This policy approach reflects the institution’s fiduciary responsibilities with regard to investment and management of limited resources. To some extent, its underlying assumptions reflect aspects of the work-for-hire doctrine, because this sort of standard takes into account some of the same considerations used to determine whether an employee was acting within the scope of his or her employment in creating a work. It is not identical to the work-for-hire doctrine, however. Accordingly, if this sort of standard is to be used in a university policy, it is important to understand the legal basis upon which the policy will be premised – for example, as a contract between faculty and the institution. Policy statements from the ACE and AAUP, among others, note that the provision by the institution of certain types of creative resources might rise to the level of joint authorship of a work, creating the possibility of joint ownership. Misunderstandings about ownership can be avoided by requiring institutional permission to use limited or unusual resources, and by clarifying the ownership and use implications of such arrangements in writing when they occur.
2. **Administrative Works**

When faculty or staff members are acting in administrative capacities (e.g., as chairs or members of university committees or task forces, as department chairs, etc.), many university policies state that the copyrightable works produced pursuant to such responsibilities are owned by the institution. Such works are produced for the institution, after all, and their expression may be attributed to the institution rather than to any given individual.

3. **“Commissioned” or Institutional Works**

Many university policies also assert ownership over works that are specifically commissioned or requested by the institution—e.g., when a unit within the institution instigates or facilitates the creation of works for the express purpose of making such works available to individuals or entities other than, or in addition to, the creator(s) for use in teaching, research, patient care, public information, or other university activities. Such arrangements should probably be reflected in written agreements at the outset of any such projects to avoid future misunderstandings. The creation of such works by faculty might also include the provision of specific compensation such as additional financial compensation, release time, etc.

For purposes of clarity in the academic culture, general expectations that faculty members will teach courses or publish scholarly works should probably not be construed as the equivalent of the commissioning of specific works.

Stanford University’s Copyright Policy ([http://portfolio.stanford.edu/101242](http://portfolio.stanford.edu/101242)) includes a category called “Institutional Works” in which the University retains ownership:

The University shall retain ownership of works created as institutional works. Institutional works include works that are supported by a specific allocation of University funds or that are created at the direction of the University for a specific University purpose. Institutional works also include works whose authorship cannot be attributed to one or a discrete number of authors but rather result from simultaneous or sequential contributions over time by multiple faculty and students. For example, software tools developed and improved over time by multiple faculty and students where authorship is not appropriately attributed to a single or defined group of authors would constitute an institutional work. The mere fact that multiple individuals have contributed to the creation of a work shall not cause the work to constitute an institutional work.

4. **Sponsored Projects**

The terms of agreements covering sponsored projects may govern the ownership of works produced pursuant to such projects. In such cases, however, it may be important to distinguish works created as required outcomes for such projects from related scholarly works that build upon the research or findings involved in such projects.
5. **Use of the Institution’s Name, Seal, and Marks**

Ownership and control of online works also raise the issue of how and when an institution’s name, seal, or marks are used. The use of these insignia of the university may be perceived as connoting institutional sponsorship or endorsement of a work. Institutional policies should be reviewed to ensure that they provide guidance on how and when these insignia can be used, keeping in mind (among other things) the institution’s needs to protect its reputation and trademarks. Some institutions view the use of the name, seal, or marks – other than for purposes of identification of the creators – as in and of itself use of a significant institutional resource triggering the institution’s ownership interests (see, e.g., AAU policy statement at p.7).

D. **Collaborative Works: Other Creators and Contributors; Multimedia Projects; Working with Outside Entities**

Faculty members are not the only creators of copyrightable works in the online environment. The nature of the technology is such that technical staff are increasingly involved in developing code related to courseware or course materials. The work-for-hire doctrine will typically apply to staff members acting within the scope of their employment. It will not apply, however, to students, who own the copyrightable works they create unless they are acting as employees of the institution or have transferred copyright to the institution. Similarly, independent contractors or outside consultants who are not regular employees may own the copyright to works they produce unless a written agreement specifying otherwise is executed.

Multimedia works frequently involve multiple creators, creating special challenges under copyright law. Collaborative projects might also involve faculty or staff from other institutions. In such projects, written agreements should be executed as early as possible in the process to clarify the rights and responsibilities for on-line educational materials. Even if ownership is held by a single entity (such as the university), the rights to use such works can often be divided and shared so as to meet the needs of each party. For example, multiple parties may have non-exclusive rights to copy, display, or distribute a particular work.

Colleges and universities must be especially careful in protecting their rights in working with outside entities in the creation of online course materials and courseware. For example, institutions wishing to work with multiple outside vendors (e.g., with different departments or schools on campus) must scrutinize the breadth of any contractual clauses dealing with exclusivity and non-competition. Other issues to consider in such contracts include the rights and responsibilities for editing and updating materials, getting permissions to use or incorporate copyrighted materials from other sources, and responding if and when the technology breaks down.

In many situations involving multiple contributors, the issue of credit may be at least as important as questions of copyright ownership and control. This is an issue not just for faculty and students, but increasingly for technical staff whose expertise is in short supply and is indispensable in putting together online educational materials. Appropriate credits can be acknowledged without altering copyright ownership.
E. Revenue Sharing

Given the wide variety of collaborative models and contributions possible in the development of online course materials, a fair division of revenues (if any) will not always fit easily into a predetermined formula. In its report on intellectual property policies (at p.11), the Association of American Universities (“AAU”) recommends that “the existing rules for revenue sharing based on patent and licensing income is apt to be a good first approximation of distribution rules governing new media.” The AAU (at p.29) also recommends the adoption of two principles in the process of determining distribution rules:

first, that there be a fair distribution of revenues among those directly involved in the creation of works (i.e., faculty, departments, schools, divisions, and in some cases doctoral or post-doctoral students); and second, that the principle of collaborative creation lead ‘the university’ to retain a significant share of the proceeds for investment in research and teaching activities that are critically important to the mission of the university but that may not generate their own revenues.

F. Resolution of Disputes

As technology and institutional policies and practices evolve, questions and disputes about ownership issues with regard to online educational materials and other copyrightable works are inevitable. Many institutions struggle with how to make these decisions. At the University of Michigan, for example, a faculty member was recently named to a new Associate Provost position, in part to deal with the policy issues related to copyright ownership and online education (working closely with the Office of the General Counsel). Both the AAU and AAUP recommend that colleges establish a committee, representing both faculty and administration, to play a role in ongoing policy development and dispute resolution. The AAU report listed at the end of this outline under “Some Helpful Resources,” for example, states (at pp. 12-13) that:

The university should form a standing committee that will review policy on a regular basis. The committee should recommend policy changes that are required to respond to the rapid development of new forms of information technology and new types of relationships that develop among the university, its faculty members, and external for-profit companies (i.e., those “partners” who are either directly or indirectly involved in the creation of new media content that will bear the university’s name or claim its sponsorship). The committee should hear and adjudicate disputes over interpretations of university policy in this area. Its members should be appointed by either the President or the Provost, and should include members of the faculty.

One reason for handling disputes in this fashion—rather than through traditional faculty grievance committees, for example—is that disputes may involve the rights and interests of a number of individuals (not only faculty) both in and outside the institution. If such a process is established, the question of how appeals will be handled should also be addressed.
III. OTHER FACULTY ISSUES

A. Educational Decision-Making

Distance education raises many of the same issues as traditional courses with regard to academic governance. The recent Statement on Distance Education from the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) notes:

The governing board, administration, faculty, and students all have a continuing concern in determining the desirability and feasibility of utilizing new media as instruments of education. Institutional policies on distance education should define the responsibilities for each group in terms of the group’s particular competence.

AAUP Policy Documents & Reports (Ninth Ed. 2001) at 180.

Contracts with outside corporations and other entities to develop and support distance-education programs are often negotiated at a high level—and sometimes in secret—posing a particular challenge to faculty involvement. For example, such contracts can impact faculty workload and assignments if they require institutions to provide certain numbers or types of courses, or if they require or encourage institutions to use outside contractors to assist in the development or delivery of such courses. Rules regarding faculty consultation on curricular matters may be spelled out in a faculty handbook, collective bargaining agreement, or similar document and should be consulted in such circumstances.

1. Curriculum Development

With regard to the role of faculty members in curriculum development in this context, the AAUP Statement on Distance Education says that:

As with all other curricular matters, the faculty should have primary responsibility for determining the policies and practices of the institution in regard to distance education. The rules governing distance education and its technologies should be approved by vote of the faculty concerned or of a representative faculty body, officially adopted by the appropriate authority, and published and distributed to all concerned.

The applicable academic unit--usually a department or program--should determine the extent to which the new technologies of distance education will be utilized, and the form and manner of this use. These determinations should conform with institutional policies.

Id. Thus, when considering the development of distance education courses, it is important to be aware of the existing institutional procedures on curriculum approval.

2. Other Governance Issues

Other governance issues to consider in dealing with distance education include, among others:
a. Who owns the course materials, and how they may be used subsequent to
development (see materials from prior session at this conference on “Copyright
Issues in E-Learning”)

b. Who is eligible to take such courses, and who will make such decisions (e.g., is
the regular admissions process involved in selecting students? What are the
standards for admission?)

c. How to determine the type and amount of credit awarded for such courses

d. Rules regarding teaching loads and required faculty-student contact

• Note that some contracts with distance-education vendors require 24-7
availability from faculty members, which is usually not feasible

• Faculty members teaching distance education courses need to be aware of
contractual obligations that create obligations for them

e. Rules regarding faculty assignments

• Can faculty be required to teach online courses?

• Can faculty insist on teaching online courses only?

f. Tuition charges

• If your institution charges different tuition rates for in-state and out-of-state
students, how will tuition be handled for distance-education courses?

• What are potential competitor institutions charging for tuition for similar
online courses?

g. Allocation of necessary supporting resources

• Do faculty and instructional staff have the technical support they need in case
of problems with the technology?

For an example of a policy that addresses many of these issues in detail, see “San Diego State’s
Senate Creates a Detailed Policy for Distance Education Courses,” The Chronicle of Higher

B. Educational Quality and Integrity Issues

Distance education raises a host of educational quality and integrity issues that have yet
to be answered in this rapidly changing environment. In the rush to appear to be active in the
online environment or to attempt to seek revenues in this context, institutions must be especially
careful to consider questions of how various types of distance-education courses and programs
reflect and further their core educational missions. In a recent report on distance education, the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) concluded that the standardization of online education
based on a business model can rob the students of the diversity of knowledge that individual
professors bring to the classroom. See American Federation of Teachers: “A Virtual Revolution: Trends in the Expansion of Distance Education” (2001), http://www.aft.org/higher_ed/technology/. The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) recommends that faculty members should be involved in the oversight of distance-education courses to the same extent as in other courses with regard to factors such as course development and approval, selection of qualified faculty to teach, pedagogical determinations about appropriate class size, and oversight of final course offerings by the appropriate faculty committee to ensure conformity with previously established traditions of course quality and relevance to programs. See AAUP Statement on Distance Education, AAUP Policy Documents & Reports at 179-81 (Ninth Ed. 2001). For a helpful list of practical considerations for quality control, see “Teaching at an Internet Distance: the Pedagogy of Online Teaching and Learning: The Report of a 1998-1999 University of Illinois Faculty Seminar,” http://www.vpaa.uillinois.edu/tid/report/tid_report.html. See also, e.g., “Distance Education Quality Checklist,” National Education Association (1999) www.nea.org/technology/briefs/16.html.

The University of Michigan recently declined to participate in U21global, a multinational consortium of research universities working with Thomson Learning (the publishing giant) to establish online courses and programs, the content of which would be developed largely by outside contractors. Among the University of Michigan’s concerns were the extent to which the University and its faculty would be involved in the development and assessment of the courses, which would in turn lead to degrees with the member universities’ names and seals on them.

1. Academic Freedom in Course Content and Delivery

Distance education raises special concerns with academic freedom and educational quality to the extent that the creation, use, and revision of course materials may not necessarily be handled by the same faculty member(s)--or even by faculty members at all. In some for-profit institutions, for example, the individuals who create original course materials are not involved at all in the use of those materials and do not interact with students. Thus, their ideas are left in the hands of others to interpret and revise. The individuals who are responsible for the “delivery” of the course content may not have the same expertise or training as the creators. The institution might also ask for courses to be structured and packaged in very specific ways to meet its own needs, thus placing other constraints on traditional academic freedom in teaching.

Some issues to address in contracts relating to academic freedom and quality issues might include the following:

1. Who is responsible for revising such courses, and when?
2. What happens if a faculty-creator dies, moves to another institution, or changes his or her mind about the content or pedagogy of the course?
3. Who will resolve conflicts among creators and instructors of such courses?
4. Who is responsible for ensuring compliance with copyright law in the use of course materials?
5. What is the impact on fair use of offering such courses to non-traditional students on a for-profit basis?
See, e.g., University of North Texas, “Distributed Learning -- Creation, Use, Ownership, Royalties, Revision and Distribution of Electronically Developed Course Materials,” (Feb. 11, 2000); http://www.unt.edu/planning/UNT_Policy/volume3/16_1_2.html.

2. Student-Faculty Interaction

Universities may be tempted to create mega-courses to make as much money as possible from them, especially in light of the substantial expenditures necessary to develop and provide on-line courses. The number of students is a critical factor, however, in determining how a course will be taught and what types of interaction will be most effective. If distance-education courses are expected to produce substantial interaction among students and faculty, the student-faculty ratio must be considered even if the technology makes it possible to reach a much larger number of students than a traditional course. See, e.g., University of Illinois faculty report, “Teaching at an Internet Distance,” http://www.vpaa.uillnois.edu/tid/report/.

Given the overall mission of colleges and universities, the need for some form of socialization and interaction for students may be critical to the success and viability of many distance-education programs. See, e.g., “An On-Line Student Enjoys Class Flexibility but Misses Social Contact,” The Chronicle of Higher Education: Academe Today (Dec. 8, 1999). On the other hand, some proponents of distance education have noted that the lack of personal interaction may encourage shy, quiet students to participate more actively electronically than they would in person.

Others have suggested that subtle forms of discrimination may be eliminated when a faculty member and students are unaware of the gender and race of the individuals with whom they are interacting electronically. Of course, face-to-face interaction can be an effective tool for overcoming stereotypes and prejudice, one of the primary justifications for the diversity rationale behind affirmative action programs in higher education.

Finally, the fact that students can participate in distance-education courses at times and places that suit their own schedules may mean that some students will be more well-prepared than they would be otherwise. Yet some students may need direct, personal interaction with a faculty member and fellow students to motivate and inspire them. The Chronicle of Higher Education reports that “anecdotal evidence and studies by individual institutions suggest that course-completion and program-retention rates are generally lower in distance-education courses than in their face-to-face counterparts.” “As Distance Education Comes of Age, the Challenge is Keeping the Students,” Academe Today (Feb. 7, 2000).

3. Evaluations of Students and Faculty

Distance education programs have begun to raise questions about how to evaluate and grade students whom the faculty member has never met, and how to ensure that the students themselves (rather than surrogates, for example) are participating in the course, taking the examinations, etc. Thus, distance-education programs must include safeguards to ensure that students are held to the same standards of academic honesty as students in
traditional courses. Given the widespread availability of materials on the Internet, concerns have arisen about plagiarism in written work.

Technical difficulties can also hamper the ability of students to participate fully or to complete course requirements. For example, in the fall of 1999, more than half of the 1,900 students enrolled in an experimental online course at the University of Iowa received F’s on their midterm report cards. Many of them had not even started the course, and some of the lessons were not even up on the course Web site. The course was taught by a single professor (with help from 20 undergraduate teaching assistants), making it very difficult for the faculty member to have a sense of each individual’s circumstances. Although such problems already exist in large lecture courses, they are exacerbated by the nature of distance education and the lack of face-to-face contact. Other issues to consider include how to ensure security and privacy of student work, feedback and grades.

Similar questions and concerns arise regarding the evaluation of faculty members involved in online education. Students should have the opportunity to evaluate faculty who teach such courses, just as they do in other courses. Evaluation policies must be crafted so that faculty members are not judged based on the performance or inadequacy of technology, however. See, e.g., AAUP “Special Committee on Distance Education and Intellectual Property Issues: Suggestions and Guidelines” (Dec. 3, 1999), http:www.aaup.org (under “Distance Education & Intellectual Property Issues”).

4. Access for Individuals with Disabilities

Another set of issues raised by the technology required in distance education is the provision of access for students with disabilities, as well as for faculty members with disabilities who may need accommodations in order to carry out their teaching functions electronically. Experts agree that the laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of disability apply generally to online programs, just as they do to other education programs. See “Colleges Strive to Give Disabled Students Access to On-Line Courses,” The Chronicle of Higher Education (Oct. 29, 1999) at http://www.chronicle.com/free/v46/i10/10a06901.htm. Accordingly, faculty members need to be aware of their responsibilities in teaching online courses and be provided with the technical support necessary to respond to student requests for accommodations. Some online services help Web-site designers build accessible pages, for example. See, e.g., http:// www.cast.org/bobby/ for information on a program called Bobby that checks pages and points out potential problems of access.) When working with outside entities to provide online courses, colleges and universities must ensure that their programs comply with the relevant disability discrimination laws.

Moreover, universities using online education should keep in mind the varying learning styles of students, and consider taking advantage of the technology to provide multiple instructional formats.

6. Other Access and Discrimination Issues

Colleges and universities must also consider whether the use of distance-education courses and programs, due to the technology and technological savvy needed in order to
participate in them, might exacerbate inequalities between students based on income, geography, background, etc. (the so-called “Digital Divide” with modern technology). If such inequalities are a potential concern, institutions may want to consider the nature and extent of training and technical support they make available to their distance-education students.

Institutions should also consider the impact of distance-education programs on the bases of gender and age. For example, in September 2001 the American Association of University Women (AAUW) released a report, “The Third Shift,” indicating that distance education is often harder on women than men. The report notes that women compose the majority of online learners, and face particular challenges as they try to juggle demands of childcare, other jobs, etc.

C. Institutional Support and Compensation

Significant resources are required to develop and maintain distance-education programs. Faculty members must give thought to how materials will be presented and how students will be evaluated, and must also become familiar with the technologies of instruction prior to delivery of distance-education courses. Accordingly, faculty members charged with these responsibilities may need significant release time from ordinary teaching duties while developing such courses. See Statement on Distance Education, AAUP Policy Documents & Reports at 180-81 (Ninth Ed. 2001). Once a course has been developed, a faculty member also needs to figure out how best to maintain contact with his or her students.

In order to carry out their instructional responsibilities, faculty members will also need technical training and support. As noted in the AAUP report, however,

The technical and administrative support units responsible for maintaining and operating the means of delivering distance-education courses and programs are usually separate from particular academic departments or units which offer those courses and programs.

Id. at 179. Accordingly, faculty members will need to be able to call upon these technical resources as needed throughout the duration of distance-education courses.

Faculty workload and salary policies should take these types of considerations into account. As discussed above in section I.B, supra, these issues should be addressed in writing in faculty contracts and policies prior to the commencement of such work.

D. Faculty Conflicts of Interest and Commitment

Faculty conflict-of-interest and commitment policies need to be reviewed with online education in mind, given how online materials can be developed and disseminated. Existing conflict-of-interest/commitment policies often address obligations (such as teaching traditional courses for other institutions) that are time and space-dependent. For example, policies often limit the amount of time a faculty member may spend in outside consulting (e.g., as a percentage of their overall work time), or the places in which faculty can teach (e.g., as part of the credit-bearing functions of other colleges or universities) without prior authorization. The Internet makes it possible, however, for a faculty member to create and disseminate complex works
online in less time than ever, and without necessarily making use of significant University resources.

1. Arthur Miller Case

Arthur Miller, a prominent Harvard Law School professor, became embroiled in a dispute with Harvard after he supplied videotaped lectures for Concord University School of Law, an online institution, without Harvard’s permission. See, e.g., “Who Owns Online Courses? Colleges and Professors Start to Sort it Out,” The Chronicle of Higher Education (Dec. 17, 1999) at A45 (discussing a future in which faculty members might become free agents who would own their course materials and sell access to various online institutions). New guidance was subsequently proposed that would forbid Harvard professors to teach online courses for other institutions – or even to provide materials for such courses – unless they first obtain permission. See Young, Jeffrey R., “Harvard Considers Limits on Teaching Online Courses for Other Institutions,” The Chronicle of Higher Education: Academe Today (Apr. 25, 2000).

2. Policy Issues

Institutions considering how and to what extent existing policies on faculty conflicts of interest and commitment need to consider questions such as the following:

- How do online materials differ from books and articles published elsewhere, or from off-campus lectures on topics within a faculty member’s professional expertise?

This line will be hard to draw in practice, especially given the variety of possible arrangements involved with online education. Faculty members may be providing some components of a traditional course (e.g., lectures in a digital form), but not others, to a particular outside entity. The outside entities with which faculty work may not always be other traditional colleges and universities— they might be for-profit entities that are increasingly involved in the provision of e-learning (e.g., for employees of corporations, or for other paying customers). Is the Concord School of Law really competing for the same students or in the same market with Harvard, for example? Furthermore, online educational experiences will not always take the form of traditional, semester-long courses, as various entities are experimenting with shorter modules and e-courses of various kinds, whether for academic credit or simply for skills and knowledge enhancement.

These lines may also be blurred by the institution’s own experiments with online education. If an institution is providing course materials to a particular for-profit entity through a contractual arrangement, for example, are its faculty members forbidden from providing similar materials to outside entities of their own choosing?

In order to avoid being vague and overbroad, policy statements on this issue need to recognize and protect professional activities in conformance with the norms of a particular college or university such as, but not limited to: ordinary outside consulting; participation in professional or scholarly organizations; scholarly presentations and publications; pursuit of future employment opportunities; and
public service. One possible approach to these issues is to ensure simply that existing policies on conflicts of interest and commitment are not limited by traditional time and geographic space constraints.

Columbia University’s Faculty Handbook section on “Outside Interests and Employment” (2000 ed., at p.153) handles this issue by focusing on courses and courseware:

Full-time faculty may not create courses, substantial parts of courses or courseware for, or accept teaching assignments from, either a non-profit institution or a commercial enterprise, unless specifically authorized in advance by the Provost on the recommendation of the appropriate dean or vice president. This policy applies equally to courses taught in person, or via the Internet or some other method of electronic transmittal. This policy is not intended to prevent faculty members from giving guest lectures at another institution or engaging in similar activities.

• How will such policies apply to faculty members with nine-month appointments or other similar arrangements that are not year-round in nature?

Many faculty contracts specify nine-month appointments. In such cases, a faculty member could easily create works for other institutions during the summer months. Conflict of interest/commitment policies need to take this unusual feature of academic culture into account, especially in an age where the Internet makes asynchronous education possible—i.e., an online course could be created during the summer months and then “taught” during the regular academic year, while the faculty/creator is doing other things.

• To what extent do such policies apply to part-time and adjunct faculty, if at all?

Policies that would restrict the extent to which faculty members can “compete” with their home institution by teaching elsewhere (online or not) are difficult to apply to part-time and adjunct faculty. Many part-time and adjunct faculty teach the same or similar courses at multiple institutions simultaneously in order to make a living wage. Furthermore, these individuals generally do not have the same job security as full-time faculty.

• How will disputes be handled under such policies?

Disputes about the reach and application of such policies are likely as faculty and institutions experiment with various models of online education. Accordingly, each institution needs to decide how such disputes will be handled (e.g., through the regular faculty grievance process, or through a process established to address intellectual property questions).

• On whom is the burden in these circumstances?

Questions of the burden of disclosure and burden of proof need to be addressed in this context. Will faculty members be expected to disclose potential conflicts of interest or
commitment? What if they do not perceive a potential conflict? On whom is the burden of proof or persuasion when such potential conflicts arise?

Columbia University’s Faculty Handbook (p.153) puts the burden in the first instance on the faculty member, as follows:

[F]aculty should be sensitive to the fact that the distinction between occasional lectures, which are a normal part of academic life, and a teaching assignment for another university, which requires prior approval, is not always clear cut. When there is any question as to whether an outside engagement falls within the range of allowable activities, a faculty member should first consult with the appropriate dean or vice president. . . .

The responsibility for recognizing and avoiding conflicts of interest rests primarily with the individual.

3. Ethics Policies

General policies on professional ethics may be of some use in this area, although they will often be too vague to answer the hard questions. For example, the AAUP Statement on Professional Ethics (which is incorporated into many faculty handbooks) recognizes the responsibilities of faculty members as “members of an academic institution,” specifically “their paramount responsibilities within their institution in determining the amount and character of work done outside it.” AAUP Policy Documents & Reports at 133, 134 (Ninth Ed. 2001).

E. The Risks of Entrepreneurialism -- Liability

If faculty are claiming ownership over copyrighted works such as online educational materials, or are otherwise engaged in work outside the scope of their college or university employment, they may also be responsible for any liability associated with such work (e.g., with regard to claims of copyright infringement, defamation, etc.). Institutions should examine their indemnification policies to determine how and when they apply to faculty and staff who create online course materials and courseware. See, e.g., Institutional Responsibility for Legal Demands on Faculty, AAUP Policy Documents & Reports at 130 (Ninth Ed. 2001).
SOME HELPFUL RESOURCES


* For links to a large number of policies from AAU institutions on copyright, conflicts of interest or commitment, and related issues, see http://www.inform.umd.edu/copyown/policies/index.html (a site maintained by Rodney Petersen at the University of Maryland).

American Association of University Professors (AAUP): For updated information on policies and reports from the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), see the AAUP web site at www.aaup.org, and click on “Distance Education & Intellectual Property Issues” under “Programs.”

Statement on Distance Education and Statement on Copyright, AAUP Policy Documents & Reports at 179-84 (Ninth Ed. 2001).

“Special Committee on Distance Education and Intellectual Property Issues: Suggestions and Guidelines” (Dec. 3, 1999), http://www.aaup.org (under “Distance Education & Intellectual Property Issues”). Includes sample language for institutional policies and contract language.


Eduventures.com (www.eduventures.com). A research firm dedicated exclusively to the coverage and service of learning markets.

Fathom (www.fathom.com). A web site developed by a consortium of universities and other non-profit institutions including free features as well as e-courses for which individuals can sign up.
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